
Sketrick Island Kilinchy, Kilinchy, BT23 6QH
+44 7801 228805

Availability for delivery May 2023. Powered by twin Volvo Penta
IPS pod drives with Joystick control. The interior boasts a full-
beam stateroom with a very spacious en-suite head and a
lounge next to one of the large windows. To port is a dresser
whose top drawer flips up to form a vanity mirror. The forward
VIP cabin with en-suite offers plenty of light via an overhead
hatch and skylight and there are large hull windows with
opening ports. The centerline bed works as a double or two
singles as it splits into two by pivoting the sides.
Accommodation 2 Cabin Version. Interior woodwork in Grey
Oak and Upholstery in Marlin Weiss. The interior boasts a full-
beam stateroom with a very spacious en-suite head and a
lounge next to one of the large windows. To port is a dresser
whose top drawer flips up to form a vanity mirror. The forward
VIP cabin with en-suite offers plenty of light via an overhead
hatch and skylight and there are large hull windows with
opening ports. The centerline bed works as a double or two
singles as it splits into two by pivoting the sides. Fitted extras
Bower & Wilkins sound package. Flybridge protective covers
White PVC. Cockpit enclosure canopy – Sunbrella Steel. Mooring
Kit & anchoring kit. Hydraulic bathing platform. Flybridge galley
(grill & fridge). Generator 11KVA 230V/50HZ. Air conditioning
Mediterranean 42 000 BTU. Skipper cabin with heads. Air
conditioning for skipper cabin. Pre install for TV. Brushed Light
Oak wood flooring in saloon. Electric trim tabs Automatic
Zipwake. Extra IPS Joystick in cockpit. De Grease, Sand Hull and
apply 2 coats of antifouling. Delivery to Dublin + Launch +
Commission. Trim level excellence pack Cockpit table with
telescopic legs, maindeck protective covers: foredeck sunpad,
cockpit seating and, cockpit table covers - additional stainless
steel cleats on transom for spring lines, windlass control and
chain counter at helm station - electric opening window to

Prestige <Undefined> 460 Fly | 2023

Fuel Type: diesel

DIMENSIONS

Length: 14.29 mmm
 

£794,780 + VAT
 

Technical Specs

Used Cars NI can take no responsibility for any errors which may appear in listings. Please confirm details with the seller when making an enquiry.



starboard. 2-Burner ceramic cooktop - Combination
microwave/grill - dock water inlet, freshwater/saltwater wash-
down system in cockpit and anchor locker, with dedicated pump.
Electronics Garmin Electronice Pack. 2 multifonction 12"
screens Lower Helm. 1 multifonction 12" screen on fly. Garmin
VHF. Garmin automatic pilot for IPS Volvo engine interface.
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